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Coding for the Large-Alphabet Adversarial Channel
Ebad Ahmed and Aaron B. Wagner

Abstract—We consider the problem of encoding an i.i.d. source
into a set of symbols or messages that may be altered by an
adversary while en route to the decoder. We focus in particular
on the regime in which the number of messages is fixed while
the blocklength of the source and the size of each message tends
to infinity. For this fixed-blocklength, “large alphabet” channel,
we show that combining an optimal rate-distortion code with an
optimal error-correction code yields an optimal overall code for
Gaussian sources with quadratic distortion and binary uniform
sources with Hamming distortion but that it can be suboptimal
by an arbitrarily-large factor in general. We also consider the
scenario in which the distortion constraint that the decoder must
satisfy depends on the number of errors that occur. We show that
the problem can be reduced operationally to one with erasures
instead of errors in two special cases: one involving lossless
reproduction of functions of the source and one in which the
encoder and decoder share common randomness.

Index Terms—Adversarial channel, coding, lossy compression,
man-in-the-middle attack, source-channel coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of communicating over a network

that is subject to adversarial attack. We focus in particular

on active, man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks as opposed to

passive eavesdropping. MITM attacks can be effected by, for

example, compromising a node in the network and using it to

alter traffic that flows through it, inserting a malicious node

that masquerades as a legitimate member of the network, or by

jamming transmissions over wireless portions of the network.

Public-key cryptography is the primary technology by which

current systems are protected against MITM attacks. Many

systems rely in particular on the Transport Layer Security

(TLS) Protocol, which attempts to prevent MITM attacks by

providing a triad of services: authentication between the in-

tended transmitter and receiver, encryption of data transmitted

over the network, and detection of any alterations made to

said data [12]. Yet TLS and similar protocols have several

shortcomings:

1) their security guarantees rest on unproven assumptions

about the complexity of certain computational tasks;

2) they rely on the presence of a third-party certificate

authority (CA), which may be unable to correctly verify

the identity of the transmitter and receiver or may

become compromised;

3) they become less secure over time as more powerful

computers become available for brute-force attacks, as
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evidenced by the gradual deprecation of many prior

protocols (e.g. [13]).

4) they only detect alterations to the transmitted data; no

attempt is made to salvage any of the transmission that

has been altered.

We consider how coding techniques can be used to address

these limitations. Specifically, we consider code designs as-

suming an omniscient (or in some cases nearly-omniscient),

computationally-unbounded adversary that provide end-to-end

performance guarantees when the adversary is able to alter

some of the messages comprising the transmission. The cod-

ing approach could be used in place of, or in addition to,

cryptographic protocols such as TLS. That is, the designs that

we shall propose could be used in conjunction with TLS, or

a TLS-like protocol, to provide a redundant layer of security

in the event that the TLS protocol is compromised. But in

some cases one might wish to supplant TLS completely with

a coding-based approach due to limitation 4) above. The

TLS protocol dictates that the entire session be terminated

and all pending transmissions dropped the moment when

either terminal detects that a message been altered by the

network [12, Section 7.2.2]. Thus an adversary with the power

to alter even a single packet can abruptly terminate the entire

communication session at any point. In certain critical appli-

cations, it is preferable to provide resilient communication, in

which the protocol attempts to correct the errors and keep the

session alive, possibly with reduced performance.

We consider a model in which a transmitter seeks to

communicate a source to a receiver by sending n messages

(or packets) over a network, some unknown number of which

may be altered by the adversary. We seek code designs that

allow the decoder to recover from these errors, possibly with

a distortion tolerance that depends on the number of message

errors. We shall assume that an upper bound t on the number

of altered messages is known at design time. One may envision

n independent paths through the network, with each message

transiting one of these paths; our assumption is then that while

the adversary may take over some of those n paths, it may

not take over more than t. Note that we abstract away the

topology of the network other than to assume that there are n
paths through it.

We are interested in the regime in which n and t are both

reasonably small and each message, which models a packet or

stream of packets, is reasonably large. Many works on coding

for adversarial errors (e.g, [14], [15], [16], [22], [23]) consider

the more conventional asymptotic in which the alphabet is

fixed while n and t tend to infinity. A number of works, mostly

associated with network coding, have considered the “large-

alphabet” regime considered here [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7],

[8], [9], [10], [11], [18], [30], [41], [43]. Yet despite these

significant advances, many basic Shannon-theoretic questions
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surrounding this channel model remain unanswered, including

whether source-channel separation is optimal, what perfor-

mance guarantees can be made when the channel is operated

below its capacity, what happens when one attempts to operate

the channel above its capacity, whether feedback affects the

capacity, and how one should code for variable numbers of

adversarial errors.

Our focus here is on the first and last of these questions,

although our results shed light on some of the other questions

as well. First we consider whether separate source-channel

coding is optimal for this model. Consider the problem of

communicating an i.i.d. source of length l to a receiver by

mapping the source into n messages, the ith containing lRi

bits. At most t of these n messages are altered by the network,

and the receiver seeks to reproduce the source so that it

achieves some per-letter distortion D for all allowable error

patterns. The goal is to design a code that minimizes the

distortion guarantee D as a function of the Ris. We note

that combining data compression with adversarial packet-error

correction is quite natural since both occur at the upper levels

of the protocol stack.

One possible code is to perform separate lossy compres-

sion and adversarial error correction. That is, we use an

optimal rate-distortion code to construct a digital message

that describes a lossy reconstruction of the source. We then

communicate this message over the packet-error channel using

codes that guarantee reliable reconstruction of the message

when at most t errors occur (the problem is formulated

precisely in Section II). We show that this scheme is opti-

mal for Gaussian sources under mean-square-error distortion

and for uniform binary sources under Hamming distortion.

These two optimality results hinge on the Brunn-Minkowski

inequality and a combinatorial result of Kleitman [34] on the

maximum size of subsets of Hamming space with a given

diameter, respectively. We show that separation is not optimal,

however, for binary sources under erasure distortion. In fact,

for this instance the rate required by separation to achieve

a given distortion can be suboptimal by an arbitrarily-large

factor. Thus, for the adversarial packet-error channel, source-

channel separation is suboptimal in general, even for point-to-

point communication. This is in contrast to its well-known

optimality in the stochastic-noise, small-alphabet case. We

note that while source-channel separation has long been known

known to fail in certain scenarios (e.g., [31], [32], [33]), the

reason that it fails here seems to be fundamentally different

from the standard examples.

These results all assume that the decoder aims to satisfy the

same distortion constraint irrespective of how many message

errors occur in the network (so long as this number does not

exceed t). That is, the system achieves a certain performance

if there are t message errors, and if there happen to be fewer,

it does not provide an improved performance guarantee. This

can be quite pessimistic. For most systems an infiltration by

an adversary is a rare event, so optimizing the system for

this occurrence means that it is operated inefficiently most of

the time. Instead, we wish to have a system that guarantees a

certain performance when there are t errors, slightly improved

performance when there are t− 1 errors, etc.

Since source-channel separation is not optimal for this

channel, performance should not be measured using the bit-

carrying capacity of the channel. Rather, it should be measured

via the distortion of the source that we ultimately wish to

communicate. Thus we demand a certain distortion when

there are t errors, a lower distortion when there are t − 1
errors, etc. Note that the resulting problem is very similar to

the multiple descriptions (MD) problem [28], [29], [25], the

difference being that in the MD problem messages can only

be lost whereas here they are subject to adversarial errors.

Our variable-error problem is “harder” than the MD problem

in the sense that any performance that is achievable for the

variable-error problem is achievable for the MD problem.

We consider two special cases in which the problems are

actually equivalent: a code for one problem can transformed

into an equally-performing code for the other and vice versa.

In the first case, the source is vector-valued with independent

components, and the decoder’s goal is to losslessly reproduce

a subset of those components, with the set of components of

interest depending on the number of packets that are erased

(or altered). Under packet erasures, this problem is called

multilevel diversity coding (MDC) [36]. In the second case,

the encoder and decoder share some amount of secret key.

There is an extensive literature on coding for adversarial er-

rors in “small-alphabet” channels, including work on bounding

the minimum Hamming distance of the best codes [14], [15],

[16] and capacity results for arbitrarily varying channels [17].

Likwise, a number of works have considered large-alphabet

coding subject to adversarial errors [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [7],

[8], [41], [42]; note that network coding considers the large-

alphabet regime. There is also work on models for which the

alphabet size and the blocklength are both large, i.e., they scale

together [18], [19], [20]. Reed-Solomon codes, for instance,

have the property that the alphabet size must be at least as large

as the blocklength [21]. So the extensive literature on Reed-

Solomon codes implicitly considers this regime. All of the

above work assumes source-channel separation and considers

the channel-coding problem in isolation, however; two notable

recent exceptions are the work of Kochman et al. [22], [23]

on joint source-channel coding against adversarial errors in the

small-alphabet regime and Graves and Wong [24], who con-

sider Wyner-Ziv coding with a Byzantine relay. The problem

considered here is also closely related to the MD problem (e.g.,

[25], [28], [29]), as noted earlier. The connection between

these two problems shall be considered in some detail in

Section III. First, Section II considers the optimality of source-

channel separation.

II. LOSSY SOURCE CODING WITH BYZANTINE

ADVERSARIES

A. Problem Formulation

Let {Xj}∞j=1 be an i.i.d. source, with the random variables

Xj taking values in the (possibly infinite) alphabet X . There

are n encoders that observe X l and each transmits a message

to a decoder, which then attempts to reconstruct X l from the

received messages up to a specified distortion. The adversary

alters up to t of the n messages with the goal of maximizing
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the distortion of the decoder’s reconstruction.1 The adversary

has full knowledge of X l and the code; the encoders and the

decoder have no shared or private randomness. The bound t
is known to all the encoders and the decoder. However, the

location of the errors is unknown to the encoders and the

decoder. Note that we use n to denote the blocklength of the

channel code and l to denote the blocklength of the source.

Let X̂ denote the reconstruction space, with an associated

distortion measure d : X × X̂ → [0,∞) ∪ {∞}. Let

N = {1, . . . , n}. A code (f1, . . . , fn, g) is a collection of

encoders fi : X l → {1, . . . ,M (l)
i }, i ∈ N , and a decoder

g :
∏n

i=1{1, . . . ,M
(l)
i } → X̂ l. It is sometimes helpful to

view (f1, . . . , fn) as comprising a single encoder that outputs

n packets. A rate-distortion vector (R1, . . . , Rn, D) is said

to be achievable if for all sufficiently large l, there exist

(deterministic) encoders fi and a (deterministic) decoder g
such that2

Ri ≥
1

l
logM

(l)
i for all i, and

D ≥ E



 max
H⊂N

|H|=n−t

max
CHc

d(X l, g(C1, . . . , Cn))



 ,

where

Ci = fi(X
l) ∀i ∈ H

and

d(xl, x̂l) =

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j).

Let RD denote the set of achievable rate-distortion vectors,

and let RD denote its closure. Let R(·) denote Shannon’s

rate-distortion function for the source.

B. A Separation-Based Achievability Scheme

We first consider an achievability scheme that separates

the lossy source-coding part of the problem from the ad-

versarial error-correction part. The lossy source-coding part

is handled in the first stage. The second stage treats the

quantized sequence generated in the first stage as a message

to be transmitted over a channel with adversarial errors, as

depicted in Fig. 1, where the message W is transmitted to

the decoder in the form of n messages, up to t of which are

corrupted by the adversary. Source-channel separation dictates

that reliable communication can occur so long as R(D) < C,

where C is the capacity of the channel. In Section II-F we

show that the capacity of the channel shown in Fig. 1 is

minS,S=|n−2t|

∑

i∈S Ri. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 1. RD∗ = {(R1, . . . , Rn, D) : ∀S ⊂ N s.t. |S| =
n− 2t,

∑

i∈S Ri ≥ R(D)}.

1One could alternatively view the adversary as taking over up to t

encoders and using those encoders to transmit messages of its choosing.
For general networks, the adversarial-node and adversarial-edge problems are
quite different [11]. For our setup, they are equivalent, and we shall take the
view that the adversary alters messages as they transit the links.

2We use log to denote the base-2 logarithm and ln to denote the natural
logarithm.

Fig. 1. A non-stochastic, large-alphabet, adversarial channel where the
original message is transmitted as n messages (or packets), up to t of which
are corrupted by an adversary.

We next show that RD∗ is indeed achievable via separate

source and channel coding.

Theorem 1. Suppose there exists a reconstruction symbol xo

such that E[d(X,xo)] < ∞. Then RD∗ ⊂ RD.

Proof of Theorem 1: Suppose (R1, R2, . . . , Rn, D) ∈
RD∗ and fix ǫ > 0. Choose δ and α such that 0 < δ < α < ǫ.
Fix p(x̂|x) such that I(X; X̂) < R(D)+δ and E[d(X, X̂)] ≤
D. Compute p(x̂) =

∑

x p(x)p(x̂|x).
Rate-distortion quantization: Fix a blocklength l, and gen-

erate a codebook C consisting of 2l(R(D)+α) sequences X̂ l

drawn randomly and i.i.d. from the marginal distribution p(x̂).
Index the sequences in C by w ∈ {1, . . . , 2l(R(D)+α)}.

Random binning: For all i ∈ N , Encoder i bins the

2l(R(D)+α) sequences in C uniformly and independently into

2l(Ri+ǫ) bins.

Encoding: Observe a length-l source sequence X l and find

a W such that (X l, X̂ l(W )) is distortion-typical [38, p. 319].

If there is more than one such W , pick W to be the least one.

If there is no such W , set W = 1. Let bi = fi(X̂
l(W )) be

the bin index of X̂ l(W ) at Encoder i. Encoder i transmits bi
to the decoder, subject to the following exception: for any set

S of size n− 2t, let ES denote the event that the intersection

of the bins conveyed by the messages in S contains more than

one reconstruction sequence. On the event

E = ∪S:|S|=n−2tES ,

all encoders send the same special “escape” message.

Decoding: If a majority of the received messages consist

of the escape symbol, then the decoder outputs xl
o, i.e., the

reconstruction symbol xo repeated l times. Otherwise, for each

set of n − t messages, the decoder attempts to generate a

reconstruction of X l. For H ⊂ N such that |H| = n − t,
the decoder searches the bins indexed by bi, i ∈ H , for a

sequence X̂ l
H such that fi(X̂

l
H) = bi for all i ∈ H . If there

is exactly one such sequence X̂ l
H in the bins indexed by bi,

i ∈ H , set X̂ l
H to be the reconstruction for the set H . If there

is no such sequence, set X̂ l
H = ∅. Observe that there cannot

be more than one sequence in all of the bins for in that case

the encoders would have sent the escape message.

Consider now the
(

n
t

)

sequences X̂ l
H that the decoder

generates. If there exists exactly one sequence X̂ l such that

X̂ l
H = X̂ l for all X̂ l

H 6= ∅, output X̂ l as the reconstruction

of X l. If X̂ l
H = ∅ for all H , or if X̂ l

H1
6= X̂ l

H2
for some

H1, H2 ⊂ N , output x̂l
0 as the reconstruction.
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Error analysis: By the union bound,3

Pr(E)

≤
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

Pr(ES)

=
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

Pr(∃X̃ l ∈ C, X̃ l 6= X̂ l :

fi(X̃
l) = fi(X̂

l) ∀i ∈ S)

=
∑

C

p(C)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

Pr(∃X̃ l ∈ C, X̃ l 6= X̂ l :

fi(X̃
l) = fi(X̂

l) ∀i ∈ S
∣

∣C = C)

=
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

Pr(∃X̃ l ∈ C, X̃ l 6= x̂l :

fi(X̃
l) = fi(x̂

l) ∀i ∈ S|X l = xl, C = C)

≤
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

·

∑

x̃l∈C
x̃l 6=x̂l

Pr(fi(x̃
l) = fi(x̂

l) ∀i ∈ S
∣

∣X l = xl, C = C)

≤
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

|C|2−l
∑

i∈S(Ri+ǫ)

=
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

2l(R(D)+α)2−l
∑

i∈S(Ri+ǫ)

≤
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)
∑

S:
|S|=n−2t

2−l((n−2t)ǫ−α)

=
∑

C

p(C)
∑

xl

p(xl)

(

n

2t

)

2−l((n−2t)ǫ−α)

=

(

n

2t

)

2−l((n−2t)ǫ−α),

where the last inequality follows because
∑

i∈S Ri ≥ R(D).
There is at least one set H of n−t messages that are unaltered.

Now if Ec occurs, then the decoder outputs the true quantized

sequence X̂ l for H, and for every H 6= H, the decoder either

outputs X̂ l or ∅. This is because if the adversary chooses to

send the bin indices for X̂ l, then the decoder would find X̂ l in

all the bins in H and no other sequence in all of the bins in H ,

and therefore it would output X̂ l; if, however, the adversary

chooses to send bin indices for a different sequence, then the

decoder would not find that sequence in at least one of the bins

conveyed in the unaltered messages in H , and will therefore

output ∅ for that set of encoders. Thus the decoder outputs

X̂ l as the reconstruction of X l. If, however, E occurs, then

the decoder outputs xl
o. Let l be sufficiently large so that the

distortion when Ec occurs is less than D + δ when averaged

over X l and C.

3For notational convenience, we assume in the following calculation that
the source and reconstruction alphabets are finite. The extension to continuous
alphabets is apparent.

For γ ≥ 0, define

Do(γ) = supEX [1Ad(X, x̂0)],

where the supremum is over all events A whose probability

does not exceed γ. Using standard techniques one can show

that

lim
γ→0

Do(γ) = 0.

Then we have

Ef,gEX



 max
H⊂N

|H|=n−t

max
CHc

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





= Ef,gEX



(1(E) + 1(Ec)) max
H⊂N

|H|=n−t

max
CHc

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





≤ Do(Pr(E)) +Ef,gEX





1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j(W ))





≤ Do

((

n

2t

)

2−l((n−2t)ǫ−α)

)

+D + δ,

which is evidently less than D + ǫ for all sufficiently large l.
Thus there exists a (deterministic) code that achieves (R1 +
ǫ, . . . , Rn + ǫ,D + ǫ).

C. Converse for Uniform Binary Sources with Hamming Dis-

tortion

We now prove that the separation-based achievability

scheme is optimal for a uniform binary source with Ham-

ming distortion. For Hamming distortion, given the binary

source alphabet X = {+,−}, the reconstruction space is

X̂ = X = {+,−}, and the Hamming distortion measure

d : X × X → {0, 1} is given by

d(x, x̂) =

{

0 if x̂ = x

1 otherwise.

Theorem 2. For a uniform binary source and Hamming

distortion measure, RD∗ = RD.

The rate-distortion function for a uniform binary source

with Hamming distortion D is given by R(D) = 1 − h(D),
where h(·) is the binary entropy function. Therefore, in order

to prove Theorem 2, we need to show that for any achievable

(R1, . . . , Rn, D) and any subset S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of size n−2t,
∑

i∈S Ri ≥ 1−h(D). Before proving Theorem 2, however, we

shall prove a lemma that is related to a result of Kleitman [34],

earlier conjectured by Erdős: the number of binary strings of

length l such that any two strings differ in at most 2k places

is at most
∑k

i=0

(

l
i

)

.

Lemma 1. For any set S of binary strings of length l such

that |S| ≥ 2, there exists a pair of strings in S that differ in

at least
(

2lh−1
(

1
l log(|S| − 1)

)

− 1
)

places.

Proof: Let δ = h−1
(

1
l log(|S| − 1)

)

. Thus δ < 1/2 and

|S| − 1 = 2lh(δ). We have

|S| > (|S| − 1)(δ + 1− δ)l
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> (|S| − 1)

l
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

δi(1− δ)l−i

≥ (|S| − 1)

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

δi(1− δ)l−i

= (|S| − 1)

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

(1− δ)l
(

δ

1− δ

)i

≥ (|S| − 1)

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

(1− δ)l
(

δ

1− δ

)lδ

= (|S| − 1)

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

δlδ(1− δ)l(1−δ)

= (|S| − 1)

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

2−lh(δ)

=

⌊lδ⌋
∑

i=0

(

l

i

)

.

By the aforementioned result [34],
∑⌊lδ⌋

i=0

(

l
i

)

is the maximum

number of binary strings such that any two strings differ in at

most 2⌊lδ⌋ places. Since |S| > ∑⌊lδ⌋
i=0

(

l
i

)

, there must exist a

pair of strings in S that differ in at least 2⌊lδ⌋+ 1 ≥ 2(lδ −
1) + 1 = 2lδ − 1 places.

Proof of Theorem 2: Let (f1, . . . , fn, g) be a code

that achieves the rate-distortion vector (R1, . . . , Rn, D), and

let S = {1, . . . , n − 2t}. If
∑

i∈S Ri ≥ 1 then clearly
∑

i∈S Ri ≥ 1 − h(D), so suppose that
∑

i∈S Ri < 1. Let

McS , cS ∈∏i∈S{1, . . . , 2lRi} be the pre-image of the set of

codewords cS , i.e., ∩i∈Sf
−1
i (ci). Since there are 2l

∑
i∈S Ri

sets of codewords covering 2l sequences, we have

1

2l
∑

i∈S Ri

∑

cS

|McS | =
2l

2l
∑

i∈S Ri
= 2l(1−

∑
i∈S Ri).

Suppose that the set S contains unaltered messages only,

and the altered messages constitute either the set T1 = {n −
2t + 1, . . . , n − t} or the set T2 = {n − t + 1, . . . , n}. Fix a

set of codewords cS such that |McS | ≥ 2. Let (x′)l and (x′′)l

be two sequences in |McS | such that

d((x′)l, (x′′)l) ≥ 2lδ − 1,

where δ = h−1( 1l log(|McS | − 1)). Suppose further that (x′)l

is the observed source sequence, and the encoders in S send

codewords cS to the decoder. Suppose T1 is also unaltered, and

the encoders in T1 send the codewords corresponding to (x′)l.
Then the adversary can send codewords corresponding to the

sequence (x′′)l for the messages in T2. Thus the decoder would

receive the set of messages (cS , fT1
(x′), fT2

(x′′)). Note, how-

ever, that the same set of messages would be received by

the decoder if (x′′)l were the true source sequence and T1
rather than T2 were the altered set, and the adversary decided

to report (x′)l to the decoder. In either case, the decoder

must output the same reconstruction, say x̄l, since it cannot

distinguish between the two cases. We thus have the following

sequence of inequalities

∑

xl∈McS

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)

≥
l
∑

j=1

d(x′
j , x̄j) +

l
∑

j=1

d(x′′
j , x̄j)+

∑

xl∈McS
xl 6=(x′)l,(x′′)l

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)

≥
l
∑

j=1

d(x′
j , x

′′
j ) +

∑

xl∈McS
xl 6=(x′)l,(x′′)l

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)

≥ 2lh−1

(

1

l
log(|McS | − 1)

)

− 1+

∑

xl∈McS
xl 6=(x′)l,(x′′)l

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j),

where the penultimate inequality follows from the triangle

inequality. We can now remove (x′)l and (x′′)l from McS

and apply Lemma 1 to the remaining |McS | − 2 sequences.

We can do this iteratively, stopping when either zero or one

sequences remain. This yields the lower bound

∑

xl∈McS

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)

≥

⌊

|McS
|

2

⌋

−1
∑

k=0

(

2lh−1

(

1

l
log(|McS | − 1− 2k)

)

− 2

)

≥
|McS

|−2
∑

k=0

(

lh−1

(

1

l
log(|Mc′S

| − 1− k)

)

− 1

)

.

Let N =
∑

cS :|McS
|6=0(|McS | − 1). Then 2l − 2l

∑
i∈S Ri ≤

N ≤ 2l. Now

EX



max
H

max
CHc

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





≥ EX



max
i=1,2

max
CTi

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





=
∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

∑

xl∈McS

max
i=1,2

max
CTi

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)p(x
l)

≥
∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

|McS
|−2

∑

k=0

1

l
·
(

lh−1

(

1

l
log(|McS | − 1− k)

)

− 1

)

· 2−l · N
N

(a)

≥ h−1





1

lN

∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

|McS
|−2

∑

k=0

log(|McS | − 1− k)



 2−lN −
∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(b)

≥ h−1





1

lN

∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(

(|McS | − 1) ln(|McS | − 1)− (|McS | − 1)

ln 2

)

·
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− 1

l
2−lN

= h−1





1

lN





∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(|McS | − 1) log(|McS | − 1)−
∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

|McS | − 1

ln 2







 2−lN

− 1

l
2−lN

≥ h−1





1

lN

∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(|McS | − 1) log(|McS | − 1)− 1

l ln 2



 2−lN − 1

l
,

(1)

where (a) follows from the convexity of h−1(x) in x and

(b) follows from the fact that
∑m

i=1 lnx ≥ m lnm − m and

because h−1(x) is nondecreasing in x. Let N0 denote the

number of messages tuples cS such that McS 6= ∅. Then

EX



max
H

max
CHc

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)



 (2)

(c)

≥ h−1

(

1

lN
·N0





1

N0

∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(|McS | − 1)





· log





1

N0

∑

cS :|McS
|6=0

(|McS | − 1)



− 1

l ln 2

)

2−lN − 1

l

= h−1

(

1

l
log

(

N

N0

)

− 1

l ln 2

)

2−lN − 1

l
(d)

≥ h−1

(

1

l
log(2l(1−

∑
i∈S Ri) − 1)− 1

l ln 2

)

· (3)

(1− 2−l(1−
∑

i∈S Ri))− 1

l
, (4)

where (c) follows from the convexity of x log x in x and

because h−1(x) is nondecreasing in x and (d) uses the bounds

N0 ≤ 2l
∑

i∈S Ri and N ≥ 2l−2l
∑

i∈S Ri . Letting l → ∞ and

recalling that
∑

i∈S Ri < 1 establishes that

D ≥ h−1

(

1−
∑

i∈S

Ri

)

Repeating this argument for all S such that |S| = n − 2t
establishes that RD ⊂ RD∗. Since h−1(·) is continuous, this

implies that RD ⊂ RD∗.

D. Converse for Gaussian Sources with Squared Error Dis-

tortion

We next consider a Gaussian source with squared-error

distortion: d : IR × IR 7→ IR is given by d(x, x̂) = (x − x̂)2.

Theorem 1 (with x0 = 0) establishes that RD∗ ⊂ RD for this

setup. We shall show that the scheme therein is optimal.

Theorem 3. For a Gaussian source and squared error distor-

tion measure, RD∗ = RD.

Proof: Suppose (R1, . . . , Rn, D) is achievable. We shall

show that for any subset of encoders S of size n − 2t,
∑

i∈S Ri ≥ 1
2 log σ

2/D, where σ2 is the variance of the

source. Since RD∗ is closed this will suffice to prove the

Theorem. Let (f1, . . . , fn, g) be a code that achieves the rate-

distortion vector (R1, . . . , Rn, D), and let Ci be the codeword

transmitted by the ith encoder. For any S ∈ N , |S| = n− 2t,
we have

∑

i∈S

Ri ≥
1

l

∑

i∈S

H(Ci)

≥ 1

l
H(CS)

≥ 1

l
I(X l;CS)

=
1

l
h(X l)− 1

l
h(X l|CS)

=
1

2
log(2πeσ2)− 1

l
h(X l|CS). (5)

Thus, in order to prove Theorem 3, it suffices to show that
1
l h(X

l|CS) ≤ 1
2 log(2πeD). Let H1 and H2 be two sets in

N such that |H1| = |H2| = n− t and H1 ∩H2 = S . Define

QD′|cS =






xl : fS(x
l) = cS and max

i=1,2
max
CHc

i

1

l

l
∑

j=1

(xj − x̂j)
2 ≤ D′







Let

D̃ = inf{D′ : X l ∈ QD′|CS
}

and note that

D ≥ E[D̃].

Fix ∆ > 0 and let D̃∆ = ∆⌈ D̃
∆⌉ be a quantized version of D̃.

Observe that since D̃∆ ≤ D̃ +∆,

E(D̃∆) ≤ E(D̃ +∆) ≤ D +∆. (6)

We then have

1

l
h(X l|CS) =

1

l
h(X l|CS , D̃∆) +

1

l
I(X l; D̃∆|CS)

≤ 1

l
h(X l|CS , D̃∆) +

1

l
H(D̃∆). (7)

Consider the first term in (7). Note that D̃ ≤ D̃∆, so X l ∈
QD̃∆|CS

. Therefore, by the uniform bound on entropy,

h(X l|CS , D̃∆) ≤ E[logVol(QD̃∆|CS
)]. (8)

Now consider the second term in (7). Since D̃∆ is quantized,

it can be shown using a maximum entropy result that

H(D̃∆) ≤
E(D̃∆)

∆
h

(

∆

E(D̃∆)

)

, (9)

where h(q) = −q log q−(1−q) log(1−q) is the binary entropy

function. The right-hand side of (9) is increasing in E(D̃∆),
so using (6) gives

H(D̃∆) ≤
D +∆

∆
h

(

∆

D +∆

)

. (10)

Now consider two sequences xl, x′l ∈ QD′|cS . Suppose the

decoder receives the set of codewords

(cS , cH1\H2
= fH1\H2

(xl), cH2\H1
= fH2\H1

(x′l)).
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First observe that this set of messages could have been

produced if X l = xl and H2 were the set of unaltered

messages. Then the adversary would send cH2\H1
in place

of the messages in H2\H1. Since xl ∈ QD′|cS , the estimate

x̂l must by definition satisfy 1
l d(x

l, x̂l) ≤ D′. However, the

same set of messages could have been produced if X l = x′l

and H1 were the set of unaltered messages, and the adversary

sends cH1\H2
in messages H1\H2. Since the decoder produces

just one estimate for a given set of received codewords,

the same estimate x̂l, by the same reasoning, must satisfy
1
l d(x

′l, x̂l) ≤ D′. Hence we have

1

l

l
∑

j=1

(x(j)− x̂(j))2 ≤ D′

1

l

l
∑

j=1

(x′(j)− x̂(j))2 ≤ D′,

which can be rewritten as

||x− x̂||2 ≤
√
lD′

||x′ − x̂||2 ≤
√
lD′.

Therefore, by the triangle inequality, for any xl, x′l ∈ QD′|cS ,

||x−x′||2 ≤ 2
√
lD′. Thus QD′|cS has diameter at most 2

√
lD′.

The following lemma of Kosut [35], [30], which is based on

the Brunn-Minkowski inequality, upper bounds the volume of

subsets of Rl as a function of their diameter.

Lemma 2. The volume of any subset of Rl is no more than

that of the l-ball with the same diameter.

Lemma 2 tells us that the volume of QD′|cS is no more

than the volume of an l-ball with radius
√
lD′. The latter can

be shown to be less than (2πeD′)
l
2 . Combining this with (8)

and (10) gives

1

l
h(X l|CS)

≤ 1

l
E[log(2πeD̃∆)

l
2 ] +

1

l

D +∆

∆
h

(

∆

D +∆

)

≤ 1

2
log(2πeE[D̃∆]) +

1

l

D +∆

∆
h

(

∆

D +∆

)

≤ 1

2
log(2πe(D +∆)) +

1

l

D +∆

∆
h

(

∆

D +∆

)

,

where the penultimate inequality follows from the concavity of

log x in x and the last inequality follows from (6). Substituting

this into (5) and letting l → ∞ and then ∆ → 0 completes

the proof.

E. Uniform Binary Sources with Erasure Distortion

We now show that separation is suboptimal for uniform

binary sources with erasure distortion, i.e., there exists a

coding scheme that can achieve points outside achievable

region in Theorem 1. Given the source alphabet X = {+,−},

define the reconstruction space X̂ = {+,−, 0}, where 0

denotes the erasure symbol. The erasure distortion measure

is given by

d(x, x̂) =











0 if x̂ = x

1 if x̂ = 0

∞ otherwise.

(11)

In some situations reconstruction errors at the decoder

occur with an unavoidably positive probability, so it is more

appropriate to let the distortion in the third case be some large

constant K, and then consider the rate-distortion region in

the limit as K tends to infinity [46], [47]. That approach is

not necessary here, however, since the encoders can anticipate

when the decoder would make a reconstruction error and

collectively send a special signal that prevents the decoder

from incurring an infinite distortion. We will consider the

special case in which the first message is rate R and the

other two are rate 1. At most one of the three messages is

altered (t = 1). We shall henceforth refer to this special case

as the R–1–1 problem. Then Encoders 2 and 3 can send the

complete source sequence X l to the decoder. Since the rate of

Encoders 2 and 3 are fixed at 1, we shall temporarily redefine

RD = {(R,D) : (R, 1, 1, D) is achievable}.

Theorem 4. RD = {(R,D) : D ≥ 2h−1(1−R)}.

Since R(D) = 1−D for this problem and 2h−1(1−R) <
1 − R, this region evidently strictly contains the achievable

region obtained from Theorem 1. Also note that Theorem 4

determines, not just bounds, the rate-distortion region.

Proof of Achievability for Theorem 4: We begin by

showing that for any ǫ > 0, any D, and any R ≥ 1− h(D/2)
(equivalently D ≥ 2h−1(1 − R)), the rate-distortion pair

(R+ǫ,D+ǫ) is in RD. Define D̃ = D/2. Let p(x̃|x) denote a

binary symmetric channel (BSC) with crossover probability D̃.

We construct an encoder similar to a rate-distortion encoder for

a binary symmetric source (BSS) with Hamming, as opposed

to erasure, distortion.

Random codebook generation: Compute p(x̃) =
∑

x p(x)p(x̃|x). Fix a blocklength l, and generate

2lR + 1 sequences X̃ l drawn randomly and i.i.d. from

the marginal distribution p(x̃). Assign each codeword an

index w ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2l(R+ǫ/2)}. The codebook is revealed to

the encoders, the decoder, and the adversary.

Encoding: Fix δ > 0 to be chosen later. Encoder 1 observes

a length-l source sequence X l, and encodes X l by W 6= 0 if

X l and X̃ l(W ) are jointly typical, which requires in particular

that the Hamming distance between X l and X̃ l(W ) is less

than l(D̃+ δ). If there is more than one such W , the smallest

is used. If there is no such W ∈ {1, . . . , 2l(R+ǫ/2)}, Encoder

1 sends W = 0. Since l(R + ǫ/2) + 1 bits are required to

describe the 2l(R+ǫ/2) + 1 indices, the rate of this code is

R + ǫ/2 + 1/l < R + ǫ. Encoders 2 and 3 send the whole

sequence X l.

Decoding: If messages 2 and 3 contain the same source

sequence X l, then X l is the true source sequence, since at

least one of those messages is unaltered. Output X̂ l = X l as

the reconstruction. If messages 2 and 3 send different source

sequences, then one of them is altered, and message 1 is

unaltered. In this case, if Encoder 1 sent W = 0, output the
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all erasure string. Otherwise, if one of the sequences sent by

Encoders 2 and 3 is not jointly typical with the index sent

by Encoder 1, then its messages has been altered. Output the

sequence sent by the other encoder as the reconstruction. If,

however, both Encoder 2’s and Encoder 3’s sequences are

jointly typical with the index sent by Encoder 1, output a

reconstruction X̂ l such that X̂ l has the same value for the

bits for which encoder 2’s and encoder 3’s sequences agree,

and has erasures for the bits for which those sequences differ.

Distortion analysis: Let us consider the possible error

locations and actions for each source sequence. If the ad-

versary chooses to take over Encoder 1, then Encoders 2

and 3 will send the true source sequence and the decoder

will be able to correctly decode the entire source sequence.

Suppose the adversary alters message 2 or message 3. Assume

without loss of generality that the adversary alters message 3.

Then message 2 will contain the true source sequence, and

message 1 will contain an index that is jointly typical with

the true source sequence (ignoring for now the possibility of

an encoding error at Encoder 1). If the adversary sends the true

source sequence, the decoder will be able to decode the entire

sequence correctly, so suppose the adversary chooses to send

a spurious sequence. If the sequence sent by the adversary

is not jointly typical with the index sent by Encoder 1, the

decoder will output the sequence sent by Encoder 2, which

is the true source sequence. Suppose now that the adversary

sends a source sequence that is jointly typical with the index

sent by Encoder 1, but different from the true source sequence.

Then the decoder will output a partially erased reconstruction

based on the bits that are common between the true sequence

and the spurious sequence. Thus, for any source sequence for

which Encoder 1 transmits an index W 6= 0, the only strategy

for the adversary that will yield a non-zero distortion is to send

a source sequence that is jointly typical with the index sent

by Encoder 1, but different from the true source sequence. It

therefore makes sense for the adversary to pursue this strategy

for every source sequence. In this case, let X l
2 and X l

3 be the

true and spurious sequences, respectively. Since both X l
2 and

X l
3 are jointly typical with X̃ l(W ), where W is the index

sent by Encoder 1, the Hamming distance between X̃ l(W )
and X l

2 (and X̃ l(W ) and X l
3) is at most l(D̃ + δ). By the

triangle inequality, therefore, the Hamming distance between

the true sequence X l
2 and the spurious sequence X l

3 is at most

2l(D̃ + δ).

Let Pw = {xl ∈ X l : the encoder transmits the index w}.

We then have

EX



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





=
∑

xl∈X l



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)



 p(xl)

=

2lR
∑

w=0

∑

xl∈Pw



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)



 p(xl)

=
∑

xl∈P0



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)



 p(xl)

+

2lR
∑

w=1

∑

xl∈Pw



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(xj , x̂j)



 p(xl)

≤
∑

xl∈P0

1 · p(xl) +

2lR
∑

w=1

∑

xl∈Pw

2(D̃ + δ)p(xl),

since, when w = 0, the decoder outputs the all-erasure string

(which yields distortion 1), and when w 6= 0, the adversary

sends a spurious sequence X l
3 which differs in at most 2l(D̃+

δ) bits from the true source sequence, as described earlier.

Thus the distortion when w 6= 0 is at most 2(D̃ + δ). Recall

that the set P0 (the set of sequences for which the encoder

transmits w = 0) is the set of sequences for which no typical

codeword can be found. Let Pe be the total probability of these

sequences. The total probability of the rest of the sequences

can be bounded by 1. We thus have

EX



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





≤
∑

xl∈P0

1 · p(xl) +

2lR
∑

w=1

∑

xl∈Pw

2(D̃ + δ)p(xl)

≤ 1 · Pe + 2(D̃ + δ) · 1
= 2D̃ + 2δ + Pe.

Since we are using a rate-distortion code of rate R + ǫ/2 >
R(D̃) = 1 − h(D̃) for a BSS with Hamming distortion, Pe,

averaged over a random choice of codebooks, vanishes as l →
∞ if δ is chosen appropriately. Therefore, for all sufficiently

large blocklengths l such that 1/l < ǫ and 2δ+Pe < ǫ, again

if δ is chosen appropriately, there exists a code with rate R+ǫ
and average distortion less than 2D̃ + ǫ = D + ǫ.

Proof of Converse for Theorem 4: Let (f, g) be a code

that achieves the rate-distortion pair (R,D). For this code,

define, for any given source sequence xl, the set M(xl) =
{x̃l ∈ X l : f(x̃l) = f(xl)}, where f(·) denotes Encoder 1. Let

Mi, i ∈ {1, . . . , 2lR} be the values taken by the set M(X l).
Thus Mi is the pre-image of the ith codeword. Since there are

2lR codewords covering 2l sequences, we have

1

2lR

2lR
∑

i=1

|Mi| =
2l

2lR
= 2l(1−R).

Suppose message 3 is altered, and suppose that unless the pre-

image of the codeword sent by Encoder 1 contains a single

source sequence (in which case Encoder 3 sends that source

sequence), Encoder 3 always sends a spurious source sequence

X̃ l which is in the pre-image of the codeword sent by Encoder

1 but is different from the sequence X l sent by Encoder 2

(which is the true source sequence). The true and spurious

sequences will differ in at least one bit. The situation, from

the point of view of the decoder, is identical to the situation

in which X̃ l is the true source sequence, X l is the spurious

source sequence, and message 2, rather than message 3, is
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altered. Since the distortion is maximized over all possible

actions by the adversary, the decoder cannot output either +
or − for any bit in which X l and X̃ l differ, since outputting

either would result in infinite distortion under one of the two

aforementioned scenarios. The decoder, therefore, must output

an erasure for any bit in which X l and X̃ l differ. Given a

sequence xl ∈ Mi, let DMi
(xl) be the maximum Hamming

distance of xl from any sequence in Mi.

Now suppose that 2 ≤ |Mi| < 2l for some i. Since there

are |Mi| source sequences in Mi, Lemma 1 tells us that there

exists a sequence xl
w ∈ Mi such that DMi

(xl
w) ≥ 2lδ − 1

bits, where δ = h−1( 1l log |Mi|−1). We can remove xl
w from

Mi and apply Lemma 1 to the remaining |Mi| − 1 sequences.

Doing this iteratively yields the lower bound

∑

xl∈Mi

DMi
(xl) ≥

|Mi|−2
∑

j=0

(

2lh−1

(

1

l
log(|Mi| − 1− j)

)

− 1

)

.

Let N =
∑

i:|Mi|>0(|Mi| − 1). Now

EX



 max
α∈{1,2,3}

max
Cα

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





≥ EX



max
C3

1

l

l
∑

j=1

d(Xj , X̂j)





≥
2lR
∑

i=1

∑

xl∈Mi

1

l
DMi

(xl)p(xl)

≥
2lR
∑

i=1

|Mi|−2
∑

j=0

1

l
·
(

2lh−1

(

1

l
log(|Mi| − 1− j)

)

− 1

)

·

2−l · N
N

≥ 2h−1

(

1

l
log(2l(1−R) − 1)− 1

l ln 2

)

(1− 2−l(1−R))− 1

l
,

where the steps leading to the final inequality mirror those

leading to (1). Letting l → ∞ shows that

RD ⊂ {(R,D) : D ≥ 2h−1(1−R)}.

The continuity of h−1 implies that this containment holds for

RD too.

F. A Channel-Coding Theorem

We now make precise the fact that separation is suboptimal

for erasure distortion. We begin by proving a capacity result

for the channel depicted in Fig. 1. Let R1, R2, . . . , Rn

be given. A set of messages, indexed by {1, . . . , 2lR} is

to be transmitted over the channel. Encoder i encodes the

message using the encoding function fi : {1, . . . , 2lR} →
{1, . . . , 2lRi}. We shall use f to denote the tuple of encoders

f = (f1, . . . , fn). The decoder employs the decoding function

g :
∏n

i=1{1, . . . , 2lRi} → {1, . . . , 2lR} to produce an estimate

Ŵ = g(C1, . . . , Cn) of the original message W . The adver-

sary can alter up to t messages en route, using full knowledge

of the message and the code.

For the message w, define the indicator function

1f,g(w,H,CHc

) =

{

0 if ŵ = w

1 if ŵ 6= w

where H is the set of unaltered messages and the adversary

transmits the codewords CHc

. For the code (f, g), we define

the average probability of error as

Pe(f, g) =
1

2lR

2lR
∑

w=1

max
H⊂N

H=|n−t|

max
CHc

1f,g(w,H,CHc

).

The rate of the code is R.

Definition 2. A rate R is said to be achievable if there exists

a sequence of codes (f, g), indexed by the blocklength l, each

with rate R, such that Pe(f, g) → 0 as l → ∞.

Theorem 5. All rates R such that R < min S⊂N

S=|n−2t|

∑

i∈S Ri

are achievable. If R > min S⊂N

S=|n−2t|

∑

i∈S Ri, then

Pe(f, g) → 1 as l → ∞.

The proof of achievability for Theorem 5 is very similar

to the proof of Theorem 1 and is omitted (though it is

worth noting that the code used in this proof never makes an

undetected error). We prove the converse below. A number

of similar converse results exist in the literature (e.g., [1],

[41], [42]). We provide a proof because we are asserting a

novel strong converse, meaning that the error probability tends

to one when the rate is above capacity. The fact that this

channel satisfies the strong converse is noteworthy in light of

the suboptimality of source-channel separation. One a priori

theory for why the scheme in Theorem 4 can beat source-

channel separation is that at rates above capacity, the decoder

can achieve an error probability that, while not vanishing, also

does not tend to one. And an estimate of the message that is

correct with nonvanishing probability could be useful from a

rate-distortion perspective. Theorem 5 shows that this theory

is incorrect.

Converse to Theorem 5: Suppose R >
∑n−2t

i=1 Ri and

let T1 = {n− 2t+1, . . . , n− t} and T2 = {n− t+1, . . . , n}.

Fix a code (f1, . . . , fn, g) and consider the first n − 2t
encoding functions f1, . . . , fn−2t. Define M(w) to be the set

of messages such that for all w′ ∈ M(w), fi(w
′) = fi(w),

i = 1, . . . , n − 2t. Note that the range of M(·) partitions

the set of messages {1, . . . , 2lR}. Since the sum rate of the

first n − 2t encoders is
∑n−2t

i=1 Ri, the number of parti-

tions is 2l
∑n−2t

i=1
Ri . We can therefore label the partitions as

M1,M2, . . . ,M
2l

∑n−2t
i=1

Ri
. For each partition Mi, we have the

following two cases:

1) there exists w̃ ∈ Mi such that if the encoders in T1
transmit fi(w̃) for all i ∈ T1, then the decoder outputs

Ŵ = w̃ regardless of the messages transmitted by

encoders in T2. We refer to w̃ as a “leader” message.

2) for all w ∈ Mi, there exists a set of messages Ci, i ∈ T2,

such that if the encoders in T1 transmit fi(w̃) for all
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i ∈ T1 and the encoders in T2 transmit Ci, i ∈ T2, then

the decoder outputs Ŵ 6= w.

We now argue that for any message in Mi that is not a leader

message, the adversary can cause the decoder to make an

error by outputting a different message. If the first case holds,

then the adversary simply has to alter the messages in T1 and

transmit fi(w̃), i ∈ T1 where w̃ is the leader message. If Case

2 holds, then the adversary simply has to alter T2 and transmit

the messages that would result in an error at the decoder. We

can also argue that if there is more than one leader message

in Mi, then the adversary can cause an error for every leader.

More precisely, if w̃ and w′ are two leader messages, then

the adversary can cause an error for w̃ by altering T1 and

transmitting fi(w
′), i ∈ T1. If there is only one leader in Mi,

then, by the above argument, the adversary can cause errors

for all messages other than the leader. Therefore, at most one

message for every partition can be decoded correctly. Since

there are 2l
∑n−2t

i=1
Ri partitions, at most 2l

∑n−2t
i=1

Ri can be

correctly decoded. We can therefore compute the probability

of error as follows:

Pe(f, g)

=
1

2lR

2lR
∑

w=1

max
H⊂N

H=|n−t|

max
CHc

1f,g(w,H,CHc

)

=
1

2lR

2l
∑n−2t

i=1
Ri

∑

j=1

∑

w∈Mj

max
H⊂N

H=|n−t|

max
CHc

1f,g(w,H,CHc

)

≥ 1

2lR
(2lR − 2l

∑n−2t
i=1

Ri)

= 1− 2−l(R−
∑n−2t

i=1
Ri),

which goes to 1 as l → ∞.

The capacity formula in Theorem 5 is reminiscent of the

Singleton-bound [40], which in the context of our model says

that if Ri = R1 for all i, then any zero-error code must

have R ≤ R1 · (n − 2t). For both the Singleton bound and

Theorem 5, we see that an adversary that can alter t messages

is in some sense equivalent to an adversary that can erase 2t
messages. This “factor-of-two” rule is also seen in adversarial

network coding. Yeung and Cai [1] show that if z unit-capacity

edges in an acyclic multicast network are subject to random or

adversarial errors, then the network capacity is C−2z, where

C is the network capacity when all edges are error-free. Thus if

an adversary controls z edges, it effectively removes 2z edges

from the original adversary-free network (see also [2]-[8] and

the references therein). The factor-of-two rule is also known

to hold for lossless source coding: it is well known that if a

source X is to be losslessly communicated via n messages,

then the sum rate of those messages must be at least H(X).
Kosut and Tong [9] have shown that if t of the n messages

can be altered in arbitrary ways by an adversary, then every

n− 2t messages must have sum rate at least H(X). This can

be interpreted as showing that source-channel separation is

optimal for communicating a discrete source losslessly over

our channel.

Evidently source-channel separation is not optimal for the

lossy communication problem. The capacity of the R–1–1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Distortion D

R
at

e
R

Fig. 2. Rate requirement (in bits), as a function of the allowable distortion,
for the erasure distortion instance. The solid line shows the rate required by
the separation-based scheme in from Theorem 1 and the dashed line shows
the rate required by the scheme in Theorem 4. From the D ≈ 1 regime we
see that the multiplicative performance gap can be arbitrarily large.

channel is R, by Theorem 5, and the rate-distortion function of

the uniform binary source with erasure distortion is R(D) =
1−D. Thus source-channel separation can achieve those rate-

distortion pairs satisfying R > 1−D, yet Theorem 4 provides

achievable rate-distortion pairs for which this condition is

violated, as shown in Fig. 2.

Why this happens can be understood in a couple of ways.

One way is to consider the R–R–R channel, i.e., the channel

with three rate-R messages and at most one error. By The-

orem 5, the capacity of this channel is the same as that of

the R–1–1 channel. Thus extra rate at Encoder 2 and Encoder

3 cannot be employed for the purpose of increasing capacity.

It does, however, allow for the following form of unreliable

communication: the encoders can attempt to send a rate-1
message by dividing it into a rate-R submessage, which is

communicated reliably via the R-R-R channel, and a rate-

(1 − R) submessage, which is only transmitted by Encoders

2 and 3 using their excess message rate. Although the rate

1−R submessage cannot be reliably decoded, the decoder can

always identify a set of size at most two that is guaranteed

to include the correct rate-(1 − R) submessage. For the

erasure distortion problem, this particular form of unreliable

communication can be used to reveal information about which

source bits are known with certainty and which are not. Since

the erasure distortion measure heavily penalizes guessing, this

information can be used to improve the decoder’s source

estimate. For Hamming distortion, which does not penalize

guessing, this extra information is apparently not useful. It is

worth noting, however, that separation is still suboptimal if, in

the erasure distortion measure, the cost of guessing incorrectly

is large but finite.

Another way to understand the suboptimality of source-

channel separation in the erasure case is to observe that in

the optimality proofs for the binary-Hamming and quadratic-
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Gaussian cases, the figure of merit that emerges in the design

of the quantizers is the “diameter” of a quantization cell C
defined as

d̄(C) = sup
xl,x̃l∈C

d̄(xl, x̃l)

where d̄(xl, x̃l) is the following distance between the source

realizations xl and x̃l

d̄(xl, x̃l) = inf
x̂l

max(d(xl, x̂l), d(x̃l, x̂l))

and d(·, ·) is the distortion measure. This should be contrasted

with the figure-of-merit that arises in conventional quantization

inf
x̂l

E[d(X l, x̂l)|X l ∈ C],

which one might call the “radius” of the cell C. For the binary-

Hamming and quadratic-Gaussian problems, minimizing the

diameter and minimizing the radius for a fixed cell volume

result in the same cell shape. For the binary erasure problem,

the optimal shapes are different, and this discrepancy explains

the suboptimality of separation-based codes.

III. CODING FOR A VARIABLE NUMBER OF ERRORS

We turn to the problem of how to code for a variable num-

ber of errors, which we term Variable Packet-Error Coding

(VPEC). If t is the maximum number of errors, we would

like to guarantee that the decoder’s reconstruction achieves

a certain fidelity when there are t errors, a certain (higher)

fidelity when there are t− 1 errors, and so on. This problem

is similar to the multiple descriptions (MD) [28], [29], [25]

problem, as noted in the introduction. The difference is that

in the MD problem the adversary can erase, but not otherwise

alter, the packets. Evidently the MD problem is more benign,

in the sense that a code for VPEC can be employed for the

MD problem by submitting arbitrarily-chosen packets to the

decoder in place of the erased ones. We shall consider two

special cases for which the problems are actually equivalent,

i.e., a code for the MD problem can similarly be applied to

VPEC. The first is one in which the decoder is required to

losslessly reproduce a function of the source, with the function

depending on the number of packets that are erased (in the

MD problem) or altered (in VPEC). The second is when the

encoder and decoder share secret key. We consider these two

cases in turn.

A. Variable-Error Coding for Lossless Reconstruction

An important special case of the MD problem is that of

(lossless, symmetric) multilevel diversity coding (MDC) [36].

There the source is discrete and memoryless and consists, at

each time step, of a vector of independent components. The

decoder must reproduce the first component losslessly if it

receives one packet, and the first two components losslessly if

it receives two packets, etc. MDC is a natural starting point for

study of the MD problem, and it is also useful as a building

block more generally: it has been combined with successive-

refinement codes to produce codes for the quadratic Gaussian

MD problem that are approximately optimal, for instance [48].

A natural starting point for the study of VPEC, then, is

the setup in which the source is discrete and memoryless

and consists, at each time step, of a vector of independent

components. The decoder must reproduce all of the source

components losslessly if there are no packet errors, all but the

first component if there is one packet error, etc. More precisely,

suppose the source at each time instant takes the form

X = (X0, X1, . . . , Xt),

where X0, X1, . . . , Xt are independent and Xj takes values

in the finite alphabet Xj . Fix a blocklength l and define the

reconstruction alphabet

X̂ l
j = X l

j ∪ ∅,
for j ∈ {0, . . . , t} where ∅ denotes a special “flag” sequence

indicating that the decoder is unable to reproduce X l
j with

confidence.

A code (f1, . . . , fn, g) is a collection of encoders

fi : X l → {1, . . . ,M (l)
i },

for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a decoder

g :

n
∏

i=1

{1, . . . ,M (l)
i } 7→

t
∏

j=0

X̂ l
j .

We shall refer to the collection of encoders (f1, . . . , fn) by f ,

and we shall call f the encoder. We use gj(x
l) to refer to the

j component of g(xl) so that

gj(·) :
n
∏

i=1

{1, . . . ,M (l)
i } 7→ X̂ l

j .

Given two elements in
∏n

i=1{1, . . . ,M
(l)
i }, C1 and C2, we

let |C1 6= C2| denote the number of components in which the

vectors of messages C1 and C2 are different. One can also

view |C1 6= C2| as the number of packets that differ between

the two sets of messages.

Now define the indicator function

1e(x
l, f, g, C)

=











1 if x̂l
j 6= xl

j and x̂l
j 6= ∅ for some j < |C 6= f(xl)|

or x̂l
j 6= xl

j for some j ≥ |C 6= f(xl)|
0 otherwise.

where x̂l
j refers to gj(C). The error probability of the code

is then defined to be

Pe = E

[

max
C:|C 6=f(Xl)|≤t

1e(X
l, f, g, C)

]

.

Note that, in order to not make an error, the decoder must

output the special flag sequence (or the correct sequence) for

every source component xl
j for which j < |C 6= f(X l)|.

That is, the decoder must recognize that too many packet

errors have occurred for it to reproduce such components

correctly, and the decoder must indicate this in its output.

An alternative, and weaker, formulation is to only require the

decoder to reproduce those source components xl
j for which

j ≥ |C 6= f(X l)|, without any constraints on the reproduction
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of the other components. This distinction does not arise in

the original MDC problem because there the decoder can

determine which components it is expected to reproduce from

the number of packets it receives.

Definition 3. A rate vector (R1, . . . , Rn) is achievable if for

any ǫ > 0 and sufficiently large l, there exists an encoder f
and a decoder g such that

Ri + ǫ ≥ 1

l
logM

(l)
i for all i, and (12)

ǫ ≥ Pe. (13)

Let RVPEC denote the set of achievable rate vectors. The

following provides a computable characterization of RVPEC.

Definition 4. R∗ = {(R1, . . . , Rn) : such that there exists

rij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 0, . . . , t such that

Ri =

t
∑

j=0

rij for all i

and for all j we have
∑

i∈A

rij ≥ H(Xj) for all A : |A| = n− j − t, (14)

where we interpret an empty sum as zero.

Theorem 6. RVPEC = R∗.

Existing schemes for combating adversarial message errors

do not provide performance guarantees that depend on the

number of errors that have occurred. Thus, for instance, when

n = 3 and t = 1, the only way for them to guarantee

that (i) X0 and X1 are both reproduced correctly when there

are no errors and (ii) the system does not output incorrect

reconstructions when there is one message error is to ensure

that both X0 and X1 can be decoded even when there is one

message error. From Theorem 6, this requires that

Ri ≥ H(X0) +H(X1)

for all i, i.e., every message must contain both X0 and X1.

We shall prove Theorem 6 by connecting the problem

operationally to that of MDC. To formulate MDC, we follow

the notation in [36]. Suppose v is a vector in {0, 1}n. We say

a vector u ≥ v if ui ≥ vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Define

Ωj
n = {v ∈ {0, 1}n : |v| = j}

where |v| denotes the Hamming weight of v and Ωn =
∪n
j=1Ω

j
n. Denote by Gv the set {i : vi = 1} and let

(S1, . . . , Sn) be a vector-valued discrete memoryless source

with independent components. We assume that Si takes values

in the set Si and S takes values in the set S =
∏n

j=1 Si.

For a given blocklength l, we define encoders

Fi : S 7→ {1, . . . ,M (l)
i } i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

and decoders

Tv :
∏

i∈Gv

{1, . . . ,M (l)
i } →

|v|
∏

j=1

Sl
j v ∈ Ωn.

We call (Fi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Tv,v ∈ Ωn) a multilevel diversity

code. We sometimes write F for (Fi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}).
Definition 5. The rate vector (R1, . . . , Rn) is said to be

achievable for the MDC problem if for every ǫ > 0 and

sufficiently large l, there exist encoders Fi and decoders Tv

as defined above such that

Ri + ǫ ≥ 1

l
logM

(l)
i for all i and (15)

ǫ ≥ Pr((Sl
1, . . . , S

l
|v|) 6= Tv(Fi(S

l), i ∈ Gv)) (16)

for all v ∈ Ωn. (17)

Let RMDC denote the set of achievable rate vectors. The

superposition rate region, stated in the next definition, is

optimal for the MDC problem, as shown in [36].

Definition 6. Rsup = {(R1, . . . , Rn) : such that there exists

rij , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that

Ri =

n
∑

j=1

rij

and for all j and all A ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that |A| = j,
∑

i∈A

rij ≥ H(Sj). (18)

Theorem 7 (cf. [36]). RMDC = Rsup.

Proof: Yeung and Zhang show that RMDC = Rsup under

the alternate formulation for the MDC problem in which one

requires the Hamming distortion, instead of the block error

probability, to go to zero. Their proof can be easily modified

to prove this theorem, however. (see Roche et al. [37] for a

zero-error formulation).

Now fix a source X = (X0, . . . , Xt) for VPEC and consider

the MDC problem in which the source S = (S1, . . . , Sn)
satisfies

Sj = Xn−t−j (19)

for all j ∈ {n−2t, . . . , n−t}, and all of the other components

of S are assumed to be deterministic. For this S, MDC and

VPEC have the same rate region.

Theorem 8. Under the assumption in (19) we have

RVPEC = RMDC.

Note that this theorem, combined with Theorem 7, es-

tablishes Theorem 6. Also note that for each j, from (14),

(18), and (19), the rate required for VPEC to send Xj is the

same as the rate required for MDC to send Sn−t−j . When

communicating Xj , VPEC corrects j and detects t ≥ j packet

errors. When communicating Sn−t−j , MDC corrects t + j
packet erasures. Thus the rate required to correct j and detect

t ≥ j packet errors is the same as that required to correct t+j
packet erasures. When j = t, as was effectively the case in

the previous section, this recovers the finding that one packet

error is equivalent, from a rate perspective, to two erasures.

Our proof of Theorem 8 is operational: we show that a code

for VPEC can be mapped to a code for the MDC problem with

similar performance, and vice versa. We shall prove Theorem 8
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via a sequence of lemmas. Consider a multilevel diversity code

(F1, . . . , Fn, Tv,v ∈ Ωn). For each v ∈ Ωn, define

EF,Tv
:= {xl : Tv(Fi(x

l), i ∈ Gv) 6= (sl1, . . . , s
l
|v|)}.

Likewise, for any code (f, g) for VPEC, define the set

Ef,g :=

{

xl : max
C:|C 6=f(xl)|≤t

1e(x
l, f, g, C) = 1

}

.

Lemma 3. Given a multilevel diversity code

(F1, . . . , Fn, Tv,v ∈ Ωn), there exists a variable packet-error

code (f1, . . . , fn, g) with the same encoders such that

Ef,g ⊂ ⋃
v∈Ωn

EF,Tv
.

Proof: Consider using the encoders from the MDC prob-

lem for VPEC

fi = Fi for all i.

The decoder g for VPEC is derived from the decoders Tv, v ∈
Ωn for MDC as follows. Fix j ∈ {0, . . . , t}. Fix a subset K
of {1, . . . , n} of size n−t. Consider the set of reconstructions

of Xj = Sn−j−t obtained from

Tv(fi(X
l), i ∈ Gv) (20)

where v ranges over all choices for which |v| = n− j− t and

Gv ⊂ K. If all of the reconstructions in (20) equal a common

string x̂l
j , then we associate this string with the subset K.

Otherwise, we associate the empty reconstruction ∅ with the

subset K.

We then repeat this process for all other subsets of size

n − t. We thus obtain
(

n
n−t

)

reconstructions, some of which

may be empty. If all of the nonempty such reconstructions

equal a common string x̂l
j , then the decoder outputs x̂l

j as its

reconstruction of xl
j . If all of the reconstructions are empty,

or if there exist two subsets of size n− t with nonempty and

distinct strings associated with them, then the decoder outputs

∅ as its reconstruction for xl
j . The decoder then repeats this

process for all j ∈ {0, . . . , t}.

Next suppose xl is a source realization in Ef,g and suppose

C is a vector of received messages such that |C 6= f(xl)| ≤ t
and 1e(x

l, f, g, C) = 1. Then there must be an index j such

that either j < |C 6= f(xl)| and x̂l
j 6= xl

j and x̂l
j 6= ∅ or

j ≥ |C 6= f(xl)| and x̂l
j 6= xl

j . In the former case, it must

be that every nonempty reconstruction of xl
j associated with

the subsets of messages of size n − t equal some realization

x̂l
j other than the true one xl

j . Since |C 6= f(xl)| ≤ t, there

must exist at least one subset K over which C equals f(xl),
i.e., in that subset, there are no packet errors. Then there must

exist a v such that |v| = n− t− j and Gv ⊂ K and the jth

component of Tv(fi(x
l), i ∈ Gv) = x̂l

j does not equal xl
j . It

follows for this v that

xl ∈ EF,Tv
.

In the latter case, there must exist a nonempty reconstruction

x̂l
j of xl

j associated with a subset K of size n − t such that

x̂l
j 6= xl

j . Thus all v such that |v| = n − j − t and Gv ⊂ K
must be such that the (n− j− t)th component (corresponding

to xl
j) of

Tv(fi(x
l), i ∈ Gv) (21)

equals x̂l
j . Since |C 6= f(xl)| ≤ j, there must exist a subset of

K ′ of size n−j−t over which C equals f(xl). Let v be such

that Gv equals this subset. For this v, Tv outputs an incorrect

reconstruction of xl
j even though none of its messages are in

error. It follows that for this v,

xl ∈ EF,Tv
.

Now consider a code (f, g) for VPEC. For a given source

realization xl, let MfA(x
l) be the set of source sequences x̃l

such that fi(x
l) = fi(x̃

l) for all i ∈ A. Suppose that MfA(·)
takes set values M1

fA
, M2

fA
, M3

fA
, and so on. Thus, for fixed

A, the sets Mk
fA

are intersections of the pre-images of the |A|
encoders fi, i ∈ A and form a partition over the set of source

sequences. For fixed Mk
fA

, let

GMk
fA

= {xl ∈ Mk
fA : xl /∈ Ef,g}.

Lemma 4. If xl ∈ GMk
fA

and x̃l ∈ GMk
fA

for some k and

some A with n− |A| − t ∈ {0, . . . , t} then

xl
j = x̃l

j

for all j ≥ n− |A| − t.

Proof: Partition the set {1, . . . , n}\A into two sets, B1

and B2, with cardinalities n − |A| − t and t, respectively.

Suppose that the encoder (f1, . . . , fn) maps xl to the message

vector

(fA(x
l), fB1

(xl), fB2
(xl)) = (C,C0, C1)

where

fA(x
l) = (fi(x

l), i ∈ A)

and fB1
(xl) and fB2

(xl) are defined similarly. Likewise,

suppose the encoder maps x̃l to

(fA(x̃
l), fB1

(x̃l), fB2
(x̃l)) = (C, C̃0, C̃1),

where we have used the fact that

fA(x
l) = fA(x̃

l).

Now consider the decoder’s reconstruction of the jth source

component for some j ∈ {n−|A|−t, . . . , t} when the received

vector of messages is

(C,C0, C̃1).

Since x̃l /∈ Ef,g we must have that

x̃l
j = gj(C,C0, C̃1) (22)

because (C,C0, C̃1) differs from (fi(x̃
l), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) =

(C, C̃0, C̃1) in only n−|A|− t ≤ j messages. Since xl /∈ Ef,g
we must have that

gj(C,C0, C̃1)

is either equal to xl
j or ∅. By (22) it must be equal to xl

j and

in fact

xl
j = x̃j .
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Lemma 5. Given a code (fi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, g) for

VPEC, there exists a multilevel diversity code (Fi, i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, Tv,v ∈ Ωn) with the same encoders such that

for all v ∈ Ωn, we have EF,Tv
⊂ Ef,g .

Proof: Consider a code (fi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, g) for VPEC.

Fix a v such that |v| ∈ {n− 2t, . . . , n− t}. Consider the sets

M1
fGv

M2
fGv

M3
fGv

, . . . . The decoder Tv operates as follows.

If Mk
fGv

is the pre-image of the message it receives from

encoders fi, i ∈ Gv, then the decoder looks at the set

GMk
fGv

. If GMk
fGv

is nonempty, then Lemma 4 guarantees

that all source realizations xl in GMk
fGv

agree in their jth

components for all j ≥ n − |v| − t. The decoder Tv then

outputs these common components as the reconstructions of

(Xn−|v|−t, . . . , Xt) = (S|v|, . . . , Sn−2t). If GMk
fGv

is empty

then the decoder outputs arbitrary sequences from Mk
fGv

as

its reconstructions. For this code, EF,Tv
⊂ Ef,g as desired.

Theorem 8 now follows from Lemmas 3 and 5.

B. Variable Packet-Error Coding with Shared Secret Key

A second scenario for which the variable-error problem

(VPEC) reduces to one with variable-erasures is when the

encoder and decoder share even a small amount of secret key.

Let X l be an i.i.d. source over a finite alphabet X and let

Zk be i.i.d. uniform bits. The former represents the source to

be communicated and the latter represents a secret key that is

shared by the encoder and the decoder but is unavailable to

the adversary. We assume the source and key are independent.

Definition 7. An (l, k, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) code for the

(secret-key-enabled) multiple-descriptions (MD) problem con-

sists of a set of encoders

fi : X l × {0, 1}⌊k⌋ 7→ {1, . . . , ⌊2lRi⌋} i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

and a set of decoders

Tv :

(

∏

i∈Gv

{1, . . . , ⌊2lRi⌋}
)

× {0, 1}⌊k⌋ 7→ X̂ l

such that for all t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}

E

[

max
v∈∪n

j=n−tΩ
j
n

E

[

d(X l, X̂ l
v
)
∣

∣

∣X l, C
]

]

≤ Dt, (23)

where

X̂ l
v
= Tv(Ci, i ∈ Gv, Z

⌊k⌋)

Ci := fi(X
l, Z⌊k⌋)

C := (C1, C2, . . . , Cn),

and where we have adopted the notation v, Gv, Ωn−t
n ,

etc., from the previous subsection. We write f =
(f1, . . . , fn) and call f the encoder. A rate-distortion vector

(r,R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) is achievable if there exists an

(l, lr, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) code for some l. The rate-

distortion region, RDMD, is the closure of the set of achiev-

able rate-distortion vectors.

Existing work on the multiple-descriptions problem uses a

definition that differs from the above in two ways. First, it does

not allow for common randomness. Second, it does not allow

the adversary’s choice of which packets to erase to depend

on the encoder’s transmission or the realization of the source.

That is, condition (23) above is replaced with

max
v∈∪n

j=n−tΩ
j
n

E[d(X l, Tv(Ci, i ∈ Gv, Z
⌊k⌋))] ≤ Dt.

Existing achievable schemes (e.g., [25], [27], [29]) satisfy the

more stringent constraint in (23), however. Likewise, existing

impossibility results (e.g., [26], [28], [29]) remain valid when

the encoder and decoders share a secret key. Although there

are computable achievability and impossibility results, there is

no known computable characterization of RDMD.

The VPEC problem with shared secret key is formulated

similarly.

Definition 8. An (l, k, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) code for the

(secret-key-enabled) variable packet-error problem consists of

a set of encoders

fi : X l × {0, 1}⌊k⌋ 7→ {1, . . . , ⌊2lRi⌋} i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

and a decoder

g :

(

n
∏

i=1

{1, . . . , ⌊2lRi⌋}
)

× {0, 1}⌊k⌋ 7→ X̂ l

such that for all t ∈ {0, . . . , n}

E

[

max
c̃:|c̃ 6=C|≤t

E

[

d(X l, g(c̃, Z⌊k⌋))
∣

∣

∣X l, C
]

]

≤ Dt,

where we have used the notation |c̃ 6= C| from the previous

subsection. As with the multiple-descriptions problem, we

write f = (f1, . . . , fn) and call f the encoder. A rate-

distortion vector (r,R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) is achievable if

there exists an (l, lr, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) code for some

l. The rate-distortion region, RDVPEC, is the closure of the

set of achievable rate-distortion vectors.

We shall show that the rate-distortion regions for these

two problems are equal. As in the previous subsection, we

shall show this equivalence operationally, by showing how to

construct a code for the multiple-descriptions problem from a

code for VPEC and vice versa.

Theorem 9. The rate-distortion regions for the secret-key-

enabled multiple-descriptions and VPEC problems are equal

RDMD = RDVPEC.

Our proof shall make use of the following result on the

existence of an almost strongly universal2 hash function.4

Lemma 6 ([49]). Suppose (l, k,m) is a triple of integers such

that l > m and k ≥ 4(m + log log l)(log l). There exists an

authentication mechanism

h : {0, 1}l × {0, 1}k 7→ {0, 1}m

4When quoting this result, we have ignored rounding errors that are
immaterial in the limiting regime of interest here.
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such that for all distinct m1 and m2 in {0, 1}l, if Zk is uni-

formly distributed over {0, 1}k and t1, t2 are (not necessarily

distinct) elements in {0, 1}m, then

Pr(h(m1, Z
k) = t1) =

1

2m

and

Pr(h(m1, Z
k) = t1, h(m2, Z

k) = t2) ≤
2

22m
.

In particular, we have

max
m1 6=m2,t1,t2

Pr(h(m2, Z
k) = t2|h(m1, Z

k) = t1) ≤
2

2m
.

Proof of Theorem 9: Suppose

(r,R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) is achievable for VPEC

and let (f, g) be an (l, lr, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . , Dn) code for

some l. We use the same encoders for the MD problem. For

decoder Tv, we set

Tv(Ci, i ∈ Gv, Z
⌊lr⌋) = g(Ci, i ∈ Gv, c̃v, Z

⌊lr⌋).

where c̃v is some fixed message in
∏

i/∈Gv

{1, . . . , ⌊2lRi⌋}.

Then

E

[

max
v∈∪n

j=n−tΩ
j
n

E[d(X l, Tv(Ci, i ∈ Gv, Z
⌊lr⌋))|X l, C]

]

= E

[

max
v∈∪t

j=n−tΩ
j
n

E[d(X l, g(Ci, i ∈ Gv, c̃v, Z
⌊lr⌋))|X l, C]

]

≤ E

[

max
c̃:|c̃ 6=C|≤t

E[d(X l, g(c̃, Z⌊lr⌋))|X l, C]

]

≤ Dt.

Thus RDVPEC ⊂ RDMD. To show the reverse contain-

ment, suppose that (r,R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . Dn) is achievable

for the MD problem and fix ǫ > 0. We shall show that

(r+ǫ, R1+ǫ, . . . , Rn+ǫ,D0+ǫ, . . . Dn+ǫ) is achievable for

VPEC by authenticating the packets using extra secret key. Let

(f, Tv,v ∈ Gv) be an (l, lr, R1, . . . , Rn, D0, . . . Dn) code for

the MD problem. By repeating the code as necessary, we can

assume that the blocklength l satisfies

1 + ⌈log l⌉ ≤ ǫl (24)

2n · dmax ≤ ǫl (25)

4(⌈log l⌉+ log log l) · log l ≤
⌊

lǫ

n

⌋

(26)

⌈log l⌉ < ⌈lRi⌉ for all i, (27)

where dmax = maxx,x̂ d(x, x̂), which is finite because X and

X̂ are assumed finite. Write k1 = ⌊lr⌋ and k2 = ⌊ lǫ
n ⌋ and

decompose the secret key Z⌊l(r+ǫ)⌋ as (Zk1 , Zk2

1 , . . . , Zk2

n ).
Set m = ⌈log l⌉ and for each i let hi(·, ·) denote the

authentication mechanism obtained by invoking Lemma 6 with

parameters (⌈lRi⌉, k2,m). Note that

k2 =

⌊

lǫ

n

⌋

≥ 4(m+ log log l) · log l

by (26). We augment the ith packet by including a “tag”

formed by hi(·, ·)
f̃i(x

l, Zk1 , Zk2

i ) := (Ci, Ti)

where

Ci = fi(x
l, Zk1)

Ti = hi(Ci, Z
k2

i )

and where we have taken the range of fi(·, ·) to be {0, 1}⌈lRi⌉.

We write Bi = (Ci, Ti) and B = (B1, . . . , Bn). The decoder

receives, for each i, a packet

B̃i := (C̃i, T̃i).

The decoder checks whether

T̃i = hi(C̃i, Z
k2

i ). (28)

If (28) holds then the packet is retained. Otherwise, the packet

is discarded. Let v be such that Gv equals the set of retained

packets. The decoder g outputs Tv(C̃i, i ∈ Gv). The rate of

the ith packet is

⌈lRi⌉
l

+
⌈log l⌉

l
≤ Ri + ǫ.

by (24). Consider the distortion when there are at most t errors

E

[

max
b̃:|b̃ 6=B|≤t

E[d(X l, g(b̃, Zk1 , Zk2

1 , . . . , Zk2

n ))|X l, B]

]

.

(29)

Given b̃ and B let D denote the set of indices {i : b̃i 6= Bi}.

Then we have

d(X l, g(b̃, Zk1 , Zk2

1 , . . . , Zk2

n ))

= d(X l, Tv(c̃i, i ∈ Gv, Z
k1))

≤ dmax1(Gv 6= {1, . . . , n}\D)

+ d(X l, Tv(Ci, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\D,Zk1)).

Thus the distortion in (29) is upper bounded by

dmax ·E
[

max
b̃:|b̃ 6=B|≤t

E
[

1(Gv 6= [n]\D)|X l, B
]

]

+E

[

max
b̃:|b̃ 6=B|≤t

E
[

d(X l, Tv(Ci, i ∈ [n]\D,Zk1))|X l, B
]

]

,

where we have written [n] for {1, . . . , n}. The second term is

upper bounded by Dt by hypothesis. Since {1, . . . , n}\D ⊂
Gv a.s., we have

E

[

max
b̃:|b̃ 6=B|≤t

E[1(Gv 6= {1, . . . , n}\D)|X l, B]

]

≤ E

[

max
b̃:|b̃ 6=B|≤t

n
∑

i=1

E[1(i ∈ Gv ∩D)|X l, B]

]

=

n
∑

i=1

E

[

max
b̃i 6=Bi

E[1(i ∈ Gv)|X l, B]

]

=

n
∑

i=1

E

[

max
b̃i 6=Bi

E

[

1(hi(c̃i, Z
k2

i ) = t̃i)|X l, B
]

]
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=

n
∑

i=1

E

[

max
b̃i 6=Bi

E

[

1(hi(c̃i, Z
k2

i ) = t̃i)|Bi

]

]

≤ 2n

2m
.

by Lemma 6. This gives an upper bound on the distortion in

(29) of

dmax ·
2n

2m
+Dt ≤ dmax ·

2n

l
+Dt

≤ Dt + ǫ

by (25).

If the adversary is not omniscient, then it is possible for the

encoder and decoder to generate secret key using the channel

connecting them, as in the setup of Dolev et al. [42]. In

our setup, this is impossible because the adversary observes

everything that the decoder does. Thus we must assume that

the encoder and decoder are given secret key a priori. Without

such a secret key, VPEC does not seem to reduce to the

multiple-descriptions problem. Further results on the former

problem are reported elsewhere [44], [45].
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